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UK: CONSTRUCTION BOUNCES AS WELL 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
Sept Construction 

Output 
mom 

Construction Output 
yoy 

Actual 1.8% 3.5% 
Previous -3.0% 0.8% 
Consensus 4.0% 4.3% 
Berenberg 4.0% 3.5% 
 
Construction adds to signals of only mild and temporary UK slowdown. Construction accounts for only around 6% of 
the UK economy but its volatility gives the sector an outsized importance for economy wide growth. Building activity can 
also reflect confidence in the rest of the economy. The confidence of consumers to buy a house and firms to invest in new 
premises. That makes the sector important. Output growth was weaker than expected in September, rising 1.8% compared 
to consensus expectations of a 4.0% gain. But revisions to the backdata should temper that disappointment significantly. 
August’s fall was cut to 3.0% from 3.9% before, and year-on-year growth was 3.5%, in-line with our forecast. Construction 
adds to the manufacturing data for September showing UK output bounced after a weak August. Some of the recent gloom 
infecting views of UK prospects may have been overdone. We look for just a mile and temporary slowdown - to 0.6% qoq 
GDP growth in Q4 – before UK growth picks up again next year, recording 2.8% for 2015 as a whole and 2.9% for 2016. 
 
Strong housebuilding. Looking through all that monthly volatility, the picture is of housebuilding driving solid construc-
tion gains. Over the past two years, housebuilding has risen 40%, infrastructure has fallen 6% and all other new work is little 
changed. Public housebuilding has particularly surged this year, rising by 35.2% yoy in Q3 compared to a 19.0% gain in 
private housebuilding (see chart). Public housebuilding is now at its highest level since the data begin in 1997. Notwithstand-
ing recent wobbles in housing indicators, conditions remain very favourable for the housing market and housebuilding is 
still woefully too low to keep up with demand. That bodes well for future construction gains, as does increasing business 
capital expenditure. 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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